VOLUNTARY STERILIZATION OF INMATES FOR REDUCED PRISON SENTENCES

ELISE B. ADAMS*

In May 2017, a Tennessee judge issued a standing order allowing inmates to receive thirty days’ jail credit in exchange for undergoing a voluntary sterilization procedure. Although the order was ultimately rescinded, this Article will address the constitutional and ethical concerns that a district court would have considered had the order not been rescinded. While inmates can always choose to waive their constitutional rights, the coercive nature of prisons—explained in the unconstitutional conditions doctrine—may compromise a prisoner’s ability to provide voluntary consent. The constitutionality of the order largely depends on the level of scrutiny a court applies. Regardless of the order’s constitutionality, the adverse ethical and social ramifications outweigh any potential benefits that could come from such an order. This order would also give too much power to state governments over an individual’s reproductive freedoms. Instead of automatically reducing an inmate’s sentence after undergoing a sterilization procedure, drug offenders should have the opportunity to choose from several different birth control options that could possibly lead to a reduced sentence.

I. BACKGROUND

What lengths would you go to snip thirty days off your prison sentence? Many inmates in White County, Tennessee asked themselves this very question in May 2017, after Judge Sam Benningfield signed a standing order allowing inmates to receive jail credit in exchange for undergoing a procedure providing long-term birth control, which included either a vasectomy for males or a Nexplanon implant for females—a procedure that usually makes women infertile for approximately three years. Inmates could receive two days’ credit for completing
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3. Nexplanon is a small plastic rod that is surgically implanted into the arm and provides birth control for up to three years, after which it must be removed and replaced. What is NEXPLANON (Etynogestrel Implant)?, NEXPLANON (last visited October 29, 2017), https://www.nexplanon.com/what-is-nexplanon/.
a Neonatal Syndrome Education Program\(^5\) and an additional thirty days' credit if they underwent a long-term birth control procedure.\(^6\) While the order was in effect, thirty-two women received Nexplanon implants and thirty-eight men signed up to receive vasectomies.\(^7\) These men and women represented approximately thirty-two percent of the jail’s daily population.\(^8\)

To become eligible to receive the sterilization procedure\(^9\) and subsequent sentence reduction, inmates first had to attend the Neonatal Program, which taught them about how prenatal drug use can affect fetal development.\(^10\) Because the order itself did not specify who was eligible to receive the sentence reduction, Judge Benningfield later released a statement clarifying that those eligible for free contraceptive services would also be eligible to receive the thirty-day credit.\(^11\) This statement also specified that males under the age of twenty-one could not participate in the program but did not set an age limitation for women.\(^12\) Additionally, inmates had to receive a full physical examination and wait thirty-days before undergoing the procedure.\(^13\) The program was only offered to those sentenced out of the General Sessions Court,\(^14\) so inmates serving sentences for serious felony offenses were not eligible to receive the reduced sentence.\(^15\) However, sign-up sheets and pamphlets describing the order were distributed
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throughout White County Jail’s general population areas, where many inmates not sentenced by the General Sessions Court resided.\textsuperscript{16}

The motive behind the order was simple. Judge Benningfield asserted that he was forced to remove children from the custody of their previously incarcerated mothers “because [these children] were born addicted to drugs or dependant [sic] and neglected” as a result of their parent’s drug use.\textsuperscript{17} Judge Benningfield’s order was an attempt to reduce both the number of children born with health problems caused by \textit{in utero} drug exposure as well as the number of children who would eventually end up in foster care.\textsuperscript{18}

Despite his good intentions, Judge Benningfield’s order received nationwide criticism from civil rights attorneys, health officials, and the general public.\textsuperscript{19} The Tennessee American Civil Liberties Union issued a statement saying that the order “violates the fundamental constitutional right to reproductive autonomy and bodily integrity by interfering with the intimate decision of whether and when to have a child, imposing an intrusive medical procedure on individuals who are not in the position to reject it.”\textsuperscript{20} District Attorney Bryant Dunaway, who oversees the prosecution of defendants in White County, said that it was concerning that a young defendant could receive an irreversible procedure that would ultimately impact the rest of his life.\textsuperscript{21} Judge Benningfield claimed he created the order after being approached by the Tennessee Department of Health.\textsuperscript{22} The Department, however, denied being involved in “developing any policy to offer sentence reductions to those convicted of crimes in exchange for their receiving family planning services.”\textsuperscript{23} The Department stated that it “[does] not support any policy that could compel incarcerated individuals to seek any particular health services.”\textsuperscript{24}

Inmates were able to sign up to receive sterilization procedures for approximately two months before Judge Benningfield rescinded the order.\textsuperscript{25} These inmates who signed up to receive the procedure and who “demonstrated to the court their desire to improve their situations and take serious and considered steps toward their rehabilitation by having the procedure” ultimately received the
thirty-day credit, even after the program was rescinded. Most of the women who signed up for the order actually received Nexplanon; male inmates who signed up for the order did not receive a vasectomy. Although the order was rescinded just two months after its initial issuance, Judge Benningfield was reprimanded by the Tennessee Board of Judicial Conduct.

The question now becomes, why should we care? The order has been rescinded; Judge Benningfield has been publicly scolded and sanctioned; and other judges will think twice before offering criminal defendants any sort of benefit for undergoing a sterilization procedure. Nevertheless, the underlying issue the order attempted to resolve still exists. The United States is currently in the throes of an opioid epidemic; from 2003 to 2012, the number of drug-dependent infants grew nearly fivefold. The cost of treating these infants is exorbitant: “[H]ospitalization costs rose to $1.5 billion in 2012, from $732 million in 2009.” Because many of the parents of opioid-dependent infants are low-income, Medicaid is forced to cover eighty percent of the associated hospital costs. Judge Benningfield attempted to “fix” the problem by preventing drug-users from procreating—thereby, supposedly decreasing the number of drug-dependent babies.

This Article not only examines whether Judge Benningfield’s order is constitutional, but also discusses the social and ethical ramifications of this type of order. Part II of this Article examines the history of both involuntary and voluntary sterilization in the United States. Part III considers the unconstitutional conditions doctrine and discusses whether procreation is a fundamental right. Part III also discusses the level of scrutiny to apply and determines whether the order falls outside the scope of the judiciary. Ultimately, the order’s constitutionality is contingent on the level of scrutiny a court would employ to determine whether it infringes on an inmate’s right to reproduce. Part IV briefly discusses the social and ethical ramifications and proposes a less coercive alternative to Judge Benningfield’s order.

Even if a court determines that the order is constitutional, the detrimental social consequences greatly outweigh any potential benefits that could come from sterilizing prison inmates. The right to procreate is too critical of a right for the judiciary to regulate without legislative approval. Instead of automatically reducing an inmate’s sentence after she has undergone a sterilization procedure,
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an inmate should be allowed to choose from a variety of options, one of which being long-term birth control, in exchange for a reduced sentence.

II. CONTEXT

A. History of Involuntary Sterilization in the United States

The United States has a tumultuous history of sterilizing convicted criminals for the purpose of limiting the transmission of criminality and other less desirable traits to subsequent generations over the last hundred years. The eugenics movement in the United States gained popularity in the early 1900s. During the height of this movement, eugenicists advocated that “poverty, criminality, illegitimacy, epilepsy, feeblemindedness, and alcoholism (among others) were inherited traits that could not be altered” and, therefore, individuals who possessed these traits should not be permitted to reproduce. In 1907, Indiana was the first state to pass a statute giving state institutions the power to sterilize convicted criminals and the mentally deficient. However, fourteen years after the statute was passed, the Indiana Supreme Court in William v. Smith held that it was unconstitutional. The William court found that the statute violated due process by not allowing inmates to cross-examine experts or offer evidence as to why he or she should not be sterilized.

Twenty years after Indiana enacted the first involuntary sterilization statute, the Supreme Court was tasked with determining whether a statute authorizing the sterilization of a “feeble-minded” woman was constitutional under the Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment. Carrie Buck, a patient involuntarily committed to the State Colony for Epileptics and Feeble Minded, was “the daughter of a feeble-minded mother . . . and the mother of an illegitimate feeble-minded child.” The statute under which Buck was sterilized contained procedural safeguards to ensure “the rights of the patient [were] most carefully considered” including a hearing to determine whether
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sterilizing the patient was in the best interest of both the individual and society.\textsuperscript{41} Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, in one of the most notorious and harshly worded Supreme Court decisions to date, reasoned that “[i]t is better for all the world, if instead of waiting to execute degenerate offspring for crime, or to let them starve for this imbecility, society can prevent those who are manifestly unfit from continuing their kind.”\textsuperscript{42} Noting that “[t]hree generations of imbeciles are enough,” the Court ultimately held that the statute was constitutional because the inmate was afforded due process of the law.\textsuperscript{43}

By 1937, ten years after \textit{Buck v. Bell} was decided, “there were twenty-eight states with valid sterilization laws.”\textsuperscript{44} The nationwide sterilization efforts, however, began to decline in the 1940s. After the start of World War II, “sterilization became a lower priority when physicians were sent off to fight, [giving] opponents of sterilization an opportunity to speak against it.”\textsuperscript{45} Additionally, after the public witnessed Adolf Hitler’s attempts to create a master race through eugenics and forced-sterilization, “newfound support for human rights emerged.”\textsuperscript{46} Public disclosure of the Tuskegee experiments\textsuperscript{47} also triggered a turning point in the history of eugenics as Americans began to question the ethical implications involved with sterilizing indigent minorities.\textsuperscript{48}

By the 1940s the civil rights movement began gaining traction and the public began to learn of the atrocities committed in Nazi Germany during World War II. The Supreme Court was not impervious to the changing social environment. Thus, in 1942, the Supreme Court granted certiorari to \textit{Skinner v. Oklahoma} and considered the constitutionality of the Oklahoma Habitual Criminal Sterilization Act, which permitted the sterilization of habitual criminals who had been convicted of two or more felonies.\textsuperscript{49} In this case, the jury faced only one question when deciding whether an individual should be sterilized: whether a vasectomy could be performed on the defendant without being detrimental to his general health.\textsuperscript{50} The Court found the Act unconstitutional, stating that “[w]hen the law lays an unequal hand on those who have committed intrinsically the same quality of offense and sterilizes one and not the other” it deprives the defendant of equal
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protection of the law. The Court reasoned that because “marriage and procreation are fundamental to the very existence and survival of the race,” an infringement on the right to procreate requires strict scrutiny.

Many viewed the Court’s ruling in *Skinner* as the end of the sterilization movement. The *Skinner* Court, however, declined to explicitly overrule *Buck v. Bell* by relying only on equal protection grounds, failing to analyze the statute's constitutionality on due process grounds. In fact, the Supreme Court has never expressly overruled *Buck*. The *Skinner* Court distinguished the Oklahoma Sterilization Act from the act in *Buck* by acknowledging that Skinner was given no opportunity to be “heard on the issue as to whether he is the probable potential parent of socially undesirable offspring.” The Court also failed to discuss whether the act was punitive in nature, whether it constituted cruel and unusual punishment, or whether it violated the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Because the Court was particularly concerned with the permanent nature of sterilization and “did not specify whether temporary deprivations of the same procreative right would be similarly scrutinized, the description of the contested right in very general terms (as ‘procreation’) suggested that the constitutional protection might prevent other limitations on reproduction.”

In spite of the Court’s ruling in *Skinner*, lower level courts, state legislatures, and correctional facilities still attempt to find ways in which defendants can be sterilized. The California state legislature, in 2003, publicly apologized for the “state’s past role in the eugenics movement and the injustice done to thousands of California men and women.” However, the California state legislature seemingly forgot this apology; between 2006 and 2010, California prisons sterilized nearly 150 female inmates, using tubal ligation, with thirty-nine of these inmates failing to give proper consent. Seven states currently allow the chemical or
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surgical castration of sex offenders. As opioid users and prison populations continue to rise, proponents of Judge Benningfield’s order find themselves asking whether there is a real harm in preventing life-long criminals from procreating.

B. Voluntary Sterilization

To address society’s interest in preventing habitual criminals from procreating, courts, legislatures, and private parties have attempted to develop creative, constitutional options that allow inmates to voluntarily undergo sterilization procedures. For instance, private programs like Project Prevention provide monetary compensation to men and women addicted to drugs and alcohol in exchange for receiving long-term birth control procedures. Formally known as Children Requiring a Caring Kommunity (C.R.A.C.K.), Project Prevention pays drug-addicted women $200 “to receive tubal ligations, intra-uterine devices (IUDs), five years of Norplant, or one year of Depo-Provera.” In 1991, a Kansas legislator proposed a bill offering to pay $500 to any female on welfare who used Norplant and a subsequent $50 “a year as long as the contraceptive remained implanted.” Although the bill was ultimately defeated, it sparked debate over whether the Government should have such a “heavy . . . hand on the scales of choice for the poor.”

Judge Benningfield’s order is not the first time courts have offered criminal defendants the opportunity to reduce their sentence in exchange for receiving a
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67. Norplant was the first implant device on the market; it is essentially the same device as Nexplanon. See Courtney A. Schreiber & Kurt Barnhart, Contraception, in YEN & JAFFE’S REPRODUCTIVE ENDOCRINOLOGY 890, 893 (7th ed. 2014).


sterilization procedure. In 1997 in Washington, a female defendant pled guilty to second-degree murder and assault after murdering one of her sons and attempting to murder another son.\(^7\) The Defendant agreed to undergo voluntary sterilization in exchange for the State’s recommendation that she receive the low-end standard range sentence for each crime.\(^7\) In Tennessee, a woman convicted of sexually abusing her children agreed to sterilization as a term of her probation in lieu of prison time.\(^7\) In 1998 in California, a judge gave a female defendant accused of child abuse a choice between seven years in prison or one year in local jail if she received a Norplant implant.\(^7\) Another judge has even taken this issue a step further by offering a convicted rapist the choice between castration and thirty years in prison.\(^7\)

In contrast, higher-level courts generally disapprove of trial judges reducing sentences in exchange for voluntary sterilization absent specific statutory authorization.\(^7\) In Arizona, after sentencing two defendants to a maximum sentence of two and a half years’ imprisonment, a trial judge offered them a year-long sentence reduction if they agreed to voluntary sterilization.\(^7\) The Arizona Supreme Court struck down the judge’s offer, finding that the judge exceeded the scope of his jurisdiction because he acted without specific statutory or constitutional authorization.\(^7\)

It is difficult to determine an exact number of instances in which a judge has offered or imposed a condition of sterilization. Cases in which a defendant does not appeal a decision or in instances where judges withdraw their previous order typically go unnoticed.\(^7\) A defendant is unlikely to question a sterilization condition out of fear of serving a longer jail sentence. Unless these conditions receive significant media attention, they remain unreported and undocumented.
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Without appellate review, judges can continue to offer creative sentencing reductions without fully contemplating the social and ethical consequences.

III. ANALYSIS

A. Unconstitutional Conditions

Constitutional rights are not absolute, which means that criminal defendants are free to waive their rights at any time. However, if an inmate chooses to waive their rights in exchange for a promised benefit, the doctrine of unconstitutional conditions comes into play to ensure that an inmate is not being coerced into giving up his or her constitutional rights. Higher level courts have found that unconstitutional conditions arise “when government offers a benefit on condition that the recipient perform or forego an activity that a preferred constitutional right normally protects from government interference.”80 The unconstitutional conditions doctrine asserts that a state or federal government may not “grant a benefit on the condition that the beneficiary surrender a constitutional right,” even if the government is not obligated to provide individuals with that benefit.81 Essentially, the government may not indirectly bribe individuals with the promise of “benefits and privileges to forego rights with which the government could not interfere directly.”82 When the doctrine is applicable, it requires that a court employs a strict scrutiny standard when analyzing the challenged condition if a fundamental right is infringed upon.83 Under the unconstitutional conditions doctrine, to “condition a grant of a discretionary benefit on the release of a constitutional right, the Government must have an interest which outweighs the particular right at issue.”84

This doctrine does not arise if the government “is forbidden to provide a benefit for reasons extraneous to any pressure on the beneficiary’s rights,” or if the government is obligated to provide a benefit.85 The doctrine has two components: “the conditioned government benefit on the one hand and the affected constitutional right on the other.”86 Four variables are analyzed to determine whether unconstitutional conditions are attached to state-proffered benefits: “(1) the nature of the right affected; (2) the degree of infringement of the right; (3) the nature of the benefit offered; and (4) the strength and nature of the state’s interest in conditioning the benefit.”87 Coercive conditions become unconstitutional when they “pass the point at which pressure turns into compulsion.”88

Under Judge Benningfield’s order, the unconstitutional conditions principle becomes relevant because the thirty-day benefit will be granted only to recipients
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who receive either a vasectomy or a Nexplanon implant. This condition is inherently coercive as these prisoners are already deprived of their civil liberties. Because the inmates eligible for the order are only convicted of misdemeanors, they face a maximum statutory sentence of eleven months and twenty-nine days. The thirty-day reduction represents a significant portion of the maximum sentence an inmate can serve.

Judge Benningfield asserted that the sterilization program is strictly voluntary. However, because the jail holds defendants for short-term sentences, many of these inmates are likely to be going through drug-withdrawals and are not in a position to make a reasoned decision regarding whether they should partake in such a serious and long-term procedure. For example, one inmate, after receiving the Nexplanon implant, attempted to remove the implant from her arm with a razor blade while she was still incarcerated. This order effectively gives inmates an ultimatum: either stay incarcerated, a restraint on personal freedom, or become sterilized, a restraint on personal autonomy.

Furthermore, prison inmates represent some of the most vulnerable members of society. Incarcerated women are especially vulnerable to coercive effects, with approximately forty-five percent of incarcerated women reporting histories of mental health problems, forty percent experiencing childhood physical abuse, sixty percent reporting forced sexual activity, and sixty-seven percent reporting domestic violence. Because inmates are especially susceptible to coercive effects, precautions must be taken to ensure that prison officials do not pressure inmates into accepting unwanted offers.

Advocates of the order argue that the thirty-day sentence reduction is not a significant decrease in time and, therefore, does not fully reach the level of coercion. Other prison programs offer substantially longer sentence reductions and have avoided being struck down on constitutional grounds. Prisons have previously offered other kinds of invasive procedures in exchange for reduced sentences; for example, from the 1950s to the 1980s, prisoners could donate blood

90. Benningfield, supra note 9.
in exchange for good-time credit. Judge Benningfield’s order also did not threaten to punish inmates who did not take advantage of his order. In other words, inmates were no worse off if they decided not to undergo the procedure. These arguments, however, hold little weight when considered alongside the high levels of coercion and the limitations on personal freedom. While blood donation invades an individual’s right to privacy, the level of invasion is minor when compared to the order’s invasion on reproductive freedom. The order far surpasses previous interference with an individual’s right to privacy.

Opponents of the order point out that Judge Benningfield did not allow inmates to consider alternate forms of contraception and restricted them to a limited selection of available birth control methods. While other forms of birth control are extremely popular, only 1.3 percent of female contraceptive users rely on implants like Nexplanon and 8.2 percent of male contraceptive users on a vasectomy as their choice of a contraceptive method. Most inmates in this situation, when faced with an option to reduce their prison sentence, would accept the conditions of Judge Benningfield’s order without considering the possible health effects. Both vasectomies and Nexplanon can have serious health effects and may not be the right birth-control option for every inmate. Faced with the blinders of a sentence reduction, inmates are unlikely to fully consider these potential health effects. Furthermore, the prison environment may cause individuals to exercise poor judgment in an important life decision and to decide to undergo the procedure when other methods of birth control might be better suited for them. These limitations and the high levels of coercion would likely trigger the unconstitutional conditions doctrine and require a court to analyze the order’s condition with a higher level of scrutiny.

B. Procreation as a Fundamental Right

If a court does not apply the unconstitutional conditions doctrine, “then no interference with any right would exist and a challenge to the law would fail.” Presuming that the court found it appropriate to apply the doctrine and found an interference with a right, the next step would be for the court to determine if the right to procreate is a fundamental right and which level of scrutiny should be applied. Because the right to reproduce is not explicitly listed in the Constitution, it is necessary to determine whether this right is included within the “penumbras, formed by emanations” of the Bill of Rights that are intrinsic to individual
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liberty. In *Skinner*, the Court determined that “marriage and procreation are fundamental to the very existence and survival of the race.” The Court, however, has more recently shied away from its previous ruling and has placed limitations on the right to reproduce.

While the right to avoid procreation through abortion or contraceptive use has received explicit legal recognition, the right to procreate has received significantly less legal attention. Because the Government rarely attempts to prevent individuals from reproducing, there is little litigation directly on point. However, according to many academics, existing case law implies that a right to reproduce does exist. The Court, in dicta, in *Meyer v. Nebraska* concluded that “[w]ithout doubt, [the liberties included in the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment] denotes not merely freedom from bodily restraint but also the right of the individual . . . to marry, establish a home and bring up children.” The *Skinner* Court not only determined that the right to procreation exists; it also held that the freedom to procreate was a fundamental right that is entitled to the highest level of judicial scrutiny.

The Court further expanded on *Skinner* in *Eisenstadt v. Baird* where it invalidated a Massachusetts statute that criminalized the disbursement of contraceptives to unmarried individuals. Although the *Eisenstadt* Court’s holding relied on equal protection—rather than substantive due process grounds—it nevertheless reiterated the claims the Court made in *Skinner* and *Meyer*: “[i]f the right of privacy means anything, it is the right of the individual, married or single to be free from unwarranted governmental intrusion into matters so fundamentally affecting a person as the decision whether to bear or beget a child.”

Recently, the Court has moved away from the “penumbral right to privacy” and has instead found that the right to reproduce is found within the liberty interest of the Fourteenth Amendment. For example, in *Planned Parenthood of Southern Pennsylvania v. Casey*, the Court held that “matters, involving the most intimate and personal choices a person may make in a lifetime, choices central to
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personal dignity and autonomy, are central to the liberty protected by the Fourteenth Amendment.”

While “[p]rison walls do not form a barrier separating prison inmates from the protections of the Constitution,” it is not likely that the fundamental right to reproduce extends within prison walls. In Turner v. Safley, the Supreme Court refused to apply strict scrutiny to conditions that violated prisoner’s constitutional rights because the Court did not want to “hamper [prison administrators’] ability to anticipate security problems and to adopt innovative solutions to the intractable problems of prison administration.” The Court then created the reasonableness-based Turner standard of review, in which a “prison inmate retains those [constitutional] rights that are not inconsistent with his status as a prisoner or with the legitimate penological objectives of the corrections system.”

The Eighth and Ninth Circuit Courts of Appeals have both applied the Turner standard and found that the right to procreate does not survive incarceration. In Gerber v. Hickman, the Ninth Circuit found that the “right to procreate was fundamentally inconsistent with incarceration” and held that it was permissible for prison officials to prevent inmates from mailing sperm to a laboratory. The Gerber Court rejected the argument that under Skinner, inmates have a constitutional right to procreate, determining that “[t]he right to procreate while incarcerated and the right to be free from surgical sterilization by prison officials are two very different things. There is simply no comparison between sterilization . . . and denial of the facilitation of artificial insemination.” In Goodwin v. Turner, the Eighth Circuit assumed, without making a specific finding, that an inmate’s right to procreate did survive incarceration. In applying the Turner test, however, the court upheld “the prison administrators’ denial of Goodwin’s request, finding that the restriction satisfied the Turner test because it was rationally related to the legitimate penological interest of ‘treating all inmates equally.’”
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Therefore, based on prior court precedent, the fundamental right to reproduce arguably exists only outside of the prison setting. The question now becomes what standard of review applies to a condition that infringes the right to procreate both while an inmate is incarcerated and once the individual is released.

C. Standard of Scrutiny

It is likely that to successfully challenge Judge Benningfield’s order under the Constitution, an individual must demonstrate that the order interferes with a right or liberty under the Due Process Clause or some type of suspect classification under the Equal Protection Clause. Courts must apply a strict standard of scrutiny to issues related to such fundamental rights. Under this standard, the state may only deprive individuals of these fundamental rights when the interference is necessary and narrowly tailored to achieve a legitimate objective that furthers a compelling government interest. Said differently, strict scrutiny requires (1) “that the law [or order] in question promote a compelling government interest” and (2) that there are no less intrusive alternatives available.

Although reproduction is a fundamental right while an individual is free from incarceration, precedent gives the impression that this right does not extend to those inside prison walls. However, since the insertion of Nexplanon implants and vasectomies performed during incarceration continue to remain effective once the individual is released, a court will likely apply strict scrutiny because the order interferes with a prisoner’s ability to reproduce once she is no longer an inmate. Because the conditions affect the individual both while he or she is incarcerated and once released, strict scrutiny must apply. Although an inmate can get the sterilization procedure reversed immediately upon prison release, it is difficult for lower-income individuals to afford the high costs associated with reversal of a vasectomy or removal of an implant.
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Thus, under the strict scrutiny standard, Benningfield’s order is likely unconstitutional. However, the government would likely argue that because drug offenders currently incarcerated in White County could potentially give birth to drug-babies, states have a legitimate and compelling interest in controlling the number of children born with Neonatal Abstinence Syndrome (NAS), a disorder in which newborns are born with symptoms of withdrawal. The syndrome “can occur in 55 to 94% of newborns whose mothers were addicted to or treated with opioids while pregnant.” In Tennessee alone, opioid and heroin overdose deaths have increased by eighty-seven percent since 2011 and the number of NAS cases have increased by sixty-two percent. Nevertheless, because the state has other, less restrictive ways to control the number of infants born with NAS, the order will likely fail to meet the strict scrutiny standard and would consequently be unconstitutional. Some of these less restrictive means include accessibility to adequate drug treatment facilities and classes teaching inmates about the consequences of prenatal drug-use.

If, arguendo, the Court fails to find that the order interferes with a fundamental right, strict scrutiny no longer applies and the Court must next apply a lower level of scrutiny. Because the order specifies non-permanent means of birth control that can be reversed once the inmate is released, the state could argue that the fundamental right to reproduce is only restricted while an inmate is incarcerated. Therefore, a court that does not apply a strict scrutiny standard would likely apply something similar to the Turner standard.

It could be argued that the Turner standard only applies to “prison administrators . . ., and not the courts” and would not be applicable to Judge Benningfield’s order. Because the sentence reduction is applied retroactively by the judiciary but is administered and controlled by the jail, it is unclear whether the order is considered a prison regulation. However, a court in favor of the order that believes inmate sterilization can provide welfare and reproductive benefits would likely hold that the Turner standard applies and, thus, apply a lower level of scrutiny.

Opponents of the order say that it is a form of racially charged eugenics, aiming to control the population of lower-class, uneducated minorities. However, this was not likely Judge Benningfield’s intent, as ninety-seven percent...
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of the county’s population is white.\textsuperscript{138} Even though statistics are not available of the racial breakdown of inmates in the White County Jail, “the heterogeneity of the county suggests that race is likely not a significant factor.”\textsuperscript{139} While prison populations overwhelmingly represent low-income minorities, the order does not target one specific type of inmate. Therefore, the order would not need to overcome the strict level of scrutiny required under the Equal Protection Clause because it does not intentionally target individuals based on race.

Opponents of the order also question the effectiveness of sterilizing male drug users who are unable to damage the fetus from prenatal drug use. A 1991 study found that paternal drug-use may cause health complications during fetal development: “cocaine may attach itself to the sperm of men who use the drug, entering an egg at the moment of conception and damage the fetus.”\textsuperscript{140} This study’s findings could mean that fathers may be more responsible for drug-related health effects than previously suspected. However, more recent studies, did not indicate that paternal drug use is an “important risk factor for adverse pregnancy outcomes.”\textsuperscript{141} Regardless of whether paternal drug use affects fetal development, Judge Benningfield stated that his order was aimed primarily at the female population but extended the program to men to avoid gender discrimination.\textsuperscript{142}

Nevertheless, a male inmate could argue that the order violates the Equal Protection Clause\textsuperscript{143} because it discriminates against individuals on the basis of gender, noting that a vasectomy is a much more invasive and permanent procedure than the insertion of a Nexplanon implant. Matters involving gender classification, however, only require courts to apply an intermediate level of scrutiny. The order does not directly discriminate against gender; it does so indirectly since men are required to undergo a more serious procedure. To reiterate, Nexplanon is not permanent because it must be removed and replaced after three years, via a simple, out-patient procedure.\textsuperscript{144} In contrast, while vasectomy reversal is successful in about ninety-five percent of men, this procedure requires a general anesthetic, takes about four to five hours to complete,
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and is much more expensive than the removal of Nexplanon.\footnote{Peter Jaret, \textit{The Myths and Realities of a Vasectomy}, \textit{THE NEW YORK TIMES} (June 27, 2008).} Therefore, even though the order does not facially discriminate against gender, male inmates who choose to undergo one of the proposed long-term birth control (or sterilization) procedures will face significantly more cost and difficulty if they choose to reverse the procedure. However, because the state does not intentionally target a semi-suspect classification, such as gender, the order is likely constitutional under rational basis review under the Equal Protection Clause.

Under Benningfield’s order, women past their reproductive age are ineligible to receive the sentence reduction.\footnote{See Rosenblatt, supra note 98.} This condition begs the question of what would happen to inmates who agree to the conditions for sentence reductions but discover that the available birth control options would be detrimental to their health. Would these inmates also be ineligible for the sentence reduction? Judge Benningfield’s order did not consider this question. While this may seem unfairly discriminatory, it would likely be upheld if a court applies a minimum standard of review. For example, courts will generally apply a rational basis standard, a level of minimum scrutiny, for discrimination based on age.\footnote{Nina A. Kohn, \textit{Rethinking the Constitutionality of Age Discrimination: A Challenge to a Decades-Old Consensus}, 44 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 213, 219 (2010).} Under this standard, the government may intentionally target a non-suspect classification with a law that is rationally related to a legitimate government interest.\footnote{Julia Kobick, \textit{Discriminatory Intent Reconsidered: Folk Concepts of Intentionality and Equal Protection Jurisprudence}, 45 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 517, 521 (2010).} Because discriminatory laws are almost always upheld under minimum scrutiny\footnote{THOMAS LUNDMARK, \textit{POWER & RIGHTS IN US CONSTITUTIONAL LAW} 194 (2008).} and because, as previously discussed, states have an important governmental interest in preventing drug offenders from using drugs while pregnant, the order will likely pass a minimum standard of review.

D. Scope of the Judiciary

Opponents of the order also contend that it denies inmates’ procedural due process as the order falls outside the scope of the judiciary.\footnote{Amended Complaint for Injunctive and Declaratory Relief at 14, Sullivan v. Benningfield, No. 17-cv-00052 (M.D. Tenn. filed Oct. 9, 2017), ECF No. 13.} The establishment of sentencing ranges, criminal offense classes, mitigating and aggravating factors, and all other matters related to criminal sentencing, while at the trial judge’s discretion, are initially enacted by the State and Federal legislatures.\footnote{CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS § 18-3.1 (AM. BAR ASS’N 1994).} Because Tennessee has not enacted a statute permitting a judge to modify the length of a defendant’s sentence, the order likely violates an inmate’s procedural due process rights. However, this Tennessee state legislature gave jail administrators the power to place defendants in “rehabilitative programs for which the defendant is eligible under the rules and regulations adopted by the institution.”\footnote{CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS § 18-3.1 (AM. BAR ASS’N 1994).} In other words, it is ultimately a decision for the local jail to determine who is eligible to receive the sentence reduction. However, it remains unclear whether Judge
Benningfield even had the power to create a new “program” since he is not a representative of the jail. Typically, judges can only make recommendations to correctional facilities and lack the authority to determine anything other than the sentence imposed. Therefore, it is ultimately the jail sheriff’s responsibility to refuse the implementation of the order. Sheriff Oddie Shoupe, however, was the individual who initially approached Judge Benningfield and requested that the judge enter an order allowing inmates to receive a reduced sentence for undergoing sterilization. Nevertheless, in Tennessee, there is no statutory authorization allowing the county jail to enact this type of program. Thus, the order denies inmates procedural due process because a state actor, not the legislature, is preventing inmates from exercising a fundamental right.

Under procedural due process, the state must provide adequate notice and an opportunity to be heard by a neutral decision maker before depriving individuals of life, liberty, or property. Individuals who voluntarily sign up for the order waive their procedural due process rights. Here, the individual, not the state, is depriving themselves of their right to personal autonomy. This could also be seen as a waiver of substantive due process since the individuals elect to receive the procedure and thereby deny themselves of their reproductive freedom. However, if the Court finds that the doctrine of unconstitutional conditions applies, discussed in part III, individuals are not able to knowingly waive these rights. Ultimately, the order falls outside the scope of the judiciary and is far too coercive to pass constitutional muster. Therefore, alternative solutions should be proposed to tackle both the drug abuse crisis and the increasing incidence of NAS in the United States.

IV. SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES AND AN ALTERNATIVE PROPOSAL

Instead of instituting an exchange of reproductive rights for a lesser sentence, inmates should be given the option to select a program associated with possible sentence reductions that best suits his or her specific needs. For example, the Neonatal Syndrome Education Program currently offered by the White County Jail could be expanded to be a more intensive program that not only educates inmates about how prenatal drug use can affect fetal development but also teaches parents strategies to effectively raise children in an environment devoid of narcotics. Other types of programs, like the Residential Drug Abuse Program (RDAP) offered by the Federal Bureau of Prison, could also be made available to
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lower-level offenders. However, it would ultimately be the prerogative of each state legislature to decide which programs to offer these individuals. While long-term birth control could also be an available option in exchange for a reduced sentence, other programs, such as those listed above, must also be available to ensure that inmates do not feel coerced or compelled to relinquish their reproductive freedom.

By offering only one option to receive a significant sentence reduction, many inmates feel compelled to accept the condition in exchange for an earlier release. For example, in 1988, an Indiana judge offered a persuasive proposal when sentencing a defendant charged with murder after the defendant fed her four-year-old son a fatal dose of psychiatric drugs. While the judge made it clear that he lacked the authority to involuntarily sterilize the defendant, he suggested that he would be more lenient in sentencing her if she received a sterilization procedure. The judge called it a “mitigating circumstance” and indicated that if the defendant rejected the sterilization offer, it would not negatively impact her. The defendant received the sterilization procedure and was sentenced to ten years; the maximum sentence she could have received was twenty years. After being sentenced, the defendant claimed that she regretted her sterilization decision but felt that “it was the only way.”

One potential solution for this “post-sterilization regret” would be to provide inmates with more sentence reduction options other than just sterilization for the possibility of reduced sentences. More viable options from which a drug offender could choose from would lessen concerns about coercion.

It is also worth noting that because drug use is the only type of offense that directly impacts fetal development, these programs will only be offered to drug offenders. Nexplanon implants or vasectomies are not substantial remedies for child abuse as the abuse involves after-birth, and not pre-birth, conduct. Sterilization is “an improper and ineffective ‘shortcut’ to a complex psycho-social problem. At its very best, [sterilization] would only temporarily address one aspect of the problem: the ability of a woman to conceive and possibly abuse her future children.” Although these options would provide the possibility of a reduced sentence only for drug offenders, they should be made available to all inmates who are interested in learning how to channel their thoughts, feelings and
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behaviors once they are released from prison. Currently, over fifty percent of inmates, regardless of what crimes they are incarcerated for, have a substance use disorder. Therefore, while only drug offenders will reap a tangible benefit from these programs, all offenders could benefit from the skills taught in these classes.

Each state legislature would be required to statutorily enact programs that would be available to the inmates. Once an inmate receives sterilization or completes one of the various programs listed in the statute or code, she would automatically be eligible for a sentence reduction. If an offender chooses to receive a sterilization procedure in lieu of participating in a rigorous class or program, she would still receive the same sentence reduction as if she opted to receive training. In reality, some inmates may decide to receive sterilization procedures instead of attending rigorous classes and programs. Because an inmate would be given a list of sentence reduction options, the unconstitutional conditions doctrine arguably would not apply, or would at least not be as extreme, because the inmate is not compelled to receive the procedure.

Nevertheless, this solution is in no way perfect. In an ideal world, the criminal justice system should educate inmates on general sex education and, more specifically, on the dangers of using drugs while pregnant. Inmates should have access to affordable reproductive health care and sexually transmittable diseases (STD) testing both while incarcerated and once they are released. Inmates should also have access to extensive drug treatment programs not only in federal prisons but also at the state level. However, state legislatures and jails are unlikely to provide these types of programs due to preconceived notions that they will be too costly to implement. Yet in reality, these programs would be less expensive than the associated costs of treating infants born with NAS. Additionally, these rehabilitation programs, though initially expensive to implement, could ultimately decrease the recidivism rate which would, in turn, decrease the overhead costs of prisons.
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V. CONCLUSION

Judge Benningfield’s order is at the very least ethically and socially immoral. Furthermore, due to the intimate nature of long-term birth control as a “private and constitutionally protective activity, the potential for unusual and serious emotional and physical consequences, and the similarities of involuntary sterilization,” the order is also likely unconstitutional. The added element of consent and voluntariness is not enough to make the order constitutional because the highly coercive environment ensures that the order’s offer is not fully considered by the inmates. The order also falls outside the scope of the judiciary and should have legislative authorization before being utilized. Instead of sterilization being the only option for a sentence reduction, inmates should be given more expanded options; thus, in addition to signing up for long-term birth control, they should also be offered alternative opportunities for attending classes or programs to become more aware of the negative impacts of drug usage on reproductive outcomes.

Eugenics and involuntary sterilization have been negatively perceived from a societal perspective for generations. From “mass sterilizations in Nazi Germany to eugenics experimentation in Tuskegee, Alabama, eugenics is anathema to any conception of morality and represents one of the most disturbing chapters in the dark history of human cruelty.” Judge Benningfield’s order brings us back to a time when society supported the idea that certain types of people are unfit to reproduce and should be eliminated from the population’s gene pool. Although the order was ultimately rescinded, it should be taken seriously and viewed as a wakeup call for the criminal justice system to re-evaluate and provide adequate treatment options for inmates struggling with addiction.
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